Switch de ignicion

An ignition switch , starter switch or start switch is a switch in the control system of a motor
vehicle that activates the main electrical systems for the vehicle, including "accessories" radio,
power windows, etc. In vehicles powered by internal combustion engines , the switch provides
power to the starter solenoid and the ignition system components including the engine control
unit and ignition coil , and is frequently combined with the starter switch which activates the
starter motor. Historically, ignition switches were key switches that requires the proper key to
be inserted in order for the switch functions to be unlocked. These mechanical switches remain
common in modern vehicles, further combined with an immobiliser to only activate the switch
functions when a transponder signal in the key is detected. However, many new vehicles have
been equipped with so-called "keyless" systems, which replace the key switch with a push
button that also requires a transponder signal. The ignition locking system may be sometimes
bypassed by disconnecting the wiring to the switch and manipulating it directly; this is known
as hotwiring. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article does not cite any sources.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. Categories : Automobile stubs Vehicle parts. Hidden categories:
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faulty ignition switch in your vehicle can cause several problems ranging from your car stalling
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own. To replace an ignition switch, you'll need to either have your old switch rebuilt by a
dealership so you can keep your old keys or purchase a new switch from a dealership and get a
new set of keys. Either way, you should remove your old ignition switch by taking out your
vehicle's steering wheel and ignition module cover, inserting the key and turning it to the
accessory position, and then sliding out the switch. Once the old switch is out, you can slide
the new or rebuilt one into the hole on the steering column and reassemble the dashboard. To
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Disconnect the negative terminal on the battery. Locate the battery in the engine bay or trunk of
your vehicle. Use an appropriate sized wrench to loosen the nut holding the cable on the
negative - terminal and then slide it off the post. Remove the trim around the steering wheel.
There are likely a number of plastic trim pieces between you and the ignition switch. Remove
them carefully by either popping them off of their plastic clips or removing the screws and bolts
that hold those pieces in place. In some vehicles, you may be able to replace the ignition switch
without removing the steering wheel. Refer to a vehicle specific repair manual for guidance on
how to safely remove your steering wheel from the vehicle. You can purchase vehicle specific
repair manuals at your local auto parts store. On some vehicles, you'll need a special tool called
a steering wheel puller to remove it. Release the clips on the ignition module cover. There may
be a plastic cover surrounding the ignition module in your vehicle. Set it aside someplace safe
until you need to reassemble the dash. Part 2 of The ignition switch needs to be set to the
accessory position before you can release it from the ignition module. Press the release pin
inside the hole on the ignition module with a screwdriver. Insert the screwdriver into the hole to
press down on the release pin inside. Slide the ignition switch out. With the release pin pressed,
pull the ignition switch straight out of its place beneath the steering wheel. Have your ignition
switch rebuilt if you want to keep the same keys. Some dealerships will rebuild your existing
ignition switch if you would rather not have to switch ignition keys. Rebuilding your switch can
vary in price based on the application and may not always be available. The only real benefit of
a rebuilt switch is not having to use new keys. In that case, you will need to get a new switch
from a manufacturer specific dealership that will also provide you with new ignition keys to

match. Provide the dealership with the year, make, and model of your vehicle along with the VIN
number to be sure to get the right part. Part 3 of The same release pin that stopped the switch
from coming out now needs to be pressed in so you can slide the switch into place inside the
ignition module. Just press it down with your thumb. Slide the ignition switch into its hole. The
new or rebuilt switch should slide easily back into its hole on the steering column. Align the
shape of the cylinder and the location of the release pin with the coinciding grooves in the
ignition module. Keep pressing it in until you hear the click of the release pin setting into place
inside the steering column. You may need to push in on the switch a little to make it click into
place. Reconnect the battery and test the new switch. Reconnect the cable to the negative terminal on the battery, then insert the key into the ignition and turn it to start the vehicle. Shut
the engine off if it starts and disconnect the battery again. Now that you know the new ignition
switch works, you can set about re-assembling your interior. Remove the cable from the
negative terminal on the battery for safety while you work. Put the dash back together in the
opposite order of how it came apart. Dashboards are notorious for the use of overlapping
plastic. Start by installing the last parts your removed and go backwards from there. If you find
yourself having trouble getting the pieces to fit back together properly, refer to a vehicle
specific repair manual for help. Reconnect the battery. With the dashboard completely
assembled and the new ignition switch working, reconnect the cable to the negative - terminal
on the battery and tighten it with the right sized wrench. The pins are stuck. If you spray WD
into the key hole and then push the key in and out, wiping the dirt from the key, the pins will free
up. Repeat until the key comes out fairly clean. Not Helpful 9 Helpful Replacing a switch is not
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